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Welcome to the spring edition of the Wiltshire 

Mammal Group newsletter. We hope you 

enjoy this newsletter, and indeed, the recent 

events that the group has provided. A huge 

thank you to you all, whether you have 

helped organise the events or supported the 

group by attending them! 

Notes from the Chair 

Ben Williams 

After a mild winter and a brief sprinkling of 

snow spring is now well and truly here.  

Young are emerging and playing in the 

open making it a great time to sit and 

watch.  These often playful and charismatic 

creatures can reinvigorate anyone's interest 

in the natural world.  It is a great time of the 

year to do some mammal surveys, with lots 

of activity and vegetation at just the right 

height (long enough to make tracks / paths 

easily visible but not too long that e.g. 

stinging nettles are prohibitive).  I encourage 

each and every one of you to take a 

mammal walk, whether it is along a river 

looking for signs of otter and water vole or in 

a local park looking for signs of fox and 

badger or in the wider countryside keeping 

an eye out for brown hares.  

The Wiltshire Mammal Group website is soon 

to be re branded the Wiltshire Mammal 

Portal and ran in collaboration with the 

Wiltshire Bat Group.   

The long-awaited Wiltshire Mammal Atlas is 

soon to reach completion thanks to the hard 

work of many at WSBRC; in particular Gareth 

Harris who should be commended for his 

efforts.   Thank you to everyone who 

submitted records and helped write species 

accounts, we could not have done this 

without you.  However, we have noticed a 

steep decline in records since the deadline 

of the Atlas – please keep the records 

coming! There are still a number of blank 

patches on many of the species maps.  

Some sad news, one of our former members, 

Alison Maddock, sadly passed away in 

October.  I’m sure many of you will join me in 

sending our thoughts to her close friends and 

family in this time.  Alison’s sister, Stella, has 

kindly donated some mammal related books 

to the group, which are free to loan (to find 

out more please email me at 

bensmailliw@gmail.com).  Stella has also 

offered some funds to the group which we 

hope to purchase some small mammal traps 

with and start a small mammal garden 

recording scheme with in Alison’s memory – 

more details to follow.   

 

Weasel – Morgan’s Hill © Philip Male. Photographed 

during Wiltshire Wildlife Trust’s Wild Connections guided 

walk looking for Brown Hares.  

Notes from the Wilts 

Mammal Atlas Coordinator 

Gareth Harris 
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It is with great pleasure that we announce 

the completion of the new atlas, entitled, 

Mammals in Wiltshire, 2nd Edition.  

The new atlas can be downloaded here, 

free of charge. Mammals in Wiltshire_2nd 

edition_ver 1.0 

The intention has been to produce a freely-

accessible web-based document to ensure 

the information is widely available, not least 

to the many recorders and organisations 

contributing to its production. Furthermore, 

such a document can be easily updated in 

the near future as new survey findings and 

data are added. The version number and 

future additions will be listed in the 

introductory pages of the document.

 

This publication has been supported by 

Wiltshire Natural History Publications Trust, 

whose grant supported the map production 

and data management by WSBRC. Huge 

thanks are extended to the many other 

contributors, including those writing species 

accounts, capturing data, surveying and 

submitting records and to Dr Fiona Mathews 

and Dr Patrick Dillon for providing their 

insights for the foreword. 

There has been a huge effort since 2013 to 

deliver this work. To assist with more of this 

work by Wiltshire Mammal Group, Wiltshire 

Bat Group and WSBRC, we’d be grateful if 

you could make a donation using this link. 

Wiltshire Wildlife Trust are kindly hosting this 

donation page and all funding will be 

administered by WSBRC to support future 

atlas projects as well as bat group and 

mammal group projects. 

Make a donation - Suggested donation – £10 

for individuals, £25 for ecological 

consultancies and other organisations. 

It is hoped that this atlas will help to promote 

the importance of the county, its habitats 

and mammal species, to a wider audience, 

promoting the importance of safeguarding 

important sites for mammals, now and in the 

future, to local planning authorities, statutory 

bodies such as Natural England and 

Environment Agency, as well as nature 

reserve managers across the county. This 

includes those sites where mammals are the 

feature of interest for designated sites, for 

example the bat species listed on the 

Special Areas of Conservation at Bath & 

Bradford-on-Avon and Chilmark Quarries, 

and Dormice included as features of the 

Savernake Forest SSSI. 

Wiltshire is an incredible county supporting 

significant numbers of many of the UK’s 

species of conservation, ranging from 

recovering populations of Otters and 

Polecat, to Brown Hare, Water vole, Harvest 

Mice and Hedgehog. The county also 

supports nationally and internationally-

important sites for bats (such as the SACs 

mentioned above). Furthermore, recent 

surveys are highlighting important 

populations of rare woodland bats such as 

Bechstein’s and Barbastelle bats. 

Help support your local mammal 

populations, whether by supporting the 

Hedgehogs in your garden, or supporting the 

survey work by the mammal group and bat 

group. 

The atlas project may complete, but we still 

need to continue the survey and monitoring 

of mammals across Wiltshire – we will deliver 

updates to the atlas as we make new 

significant discoveries and advances in 

https://wiltshiremammals.files.wordpress.com/2014/05/mammals-in-wiltshire_2nd-edition_ver-1-0.pdf
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knowledge. Please keep submitting your 

records. 

Further information here. 

Happy reading! 

Wiltshire Recorders’ Forum 

2017 

Thank you to those WMG members and 

friends who were able to join us at the 

Recorders’ Forum on the 22nd February. The 

day was a resounding success and provided 

the opportunity to give folk a sneak peek at 

the Wiltshire Mammal Atlas! More information 

here.   

Hopefully see you there next year! 

Gareth Harris, Purgle Linham, Jasmine 

Walters, WSBRC 

 

Hazel dormice: in the UK 

Adam Harper 

The Common or Hazel Dormouse (Muscardinus 

avellanarius) is a small nocturnal mammal once 

native across Britain as part of a larger distribution 

range across Europe (Bright & Morris, 1992). The 

Dormouse occupies a range of habitats showing 

preference to woodland edges, overgrown 

clearings and areas with a high diversity of trees 

and shrubs (Leach, 1990). Dormice have a low 

reproductive rate typically rearing only one litter 

a year. This is balanced by a long lifespan with 

increased maternal investment (“K Strategist”) 

(Buchner et al, 2003). The adoption of this sexual 

strategy complements the specialist feeding 

habits of Dormice which occupy patchy habitats 

which only support between 8-10 individuals per 

hectare.  Therefore, the disturbance or 

modification of the M. avellanarius habitat can 

significantly affect population numbers.  

 

A study conducted by the Mammal Society in 

the early 1980s concluded that M. avellanarius is 

most common in Britain’s southern counties.  

However, recent surveys have revealed M. 

avellanarius is extinct from at least seven counties 

which were formerly inhabited in the last century 

showing a loss of over half the population’s 

previous range (Bright et al, 1996).   

 

Due to the rarity and the nocturnal habits of the 

species, the ecology was not understood 

sufficiently to implement conversation measures 

to safeguard populations (Morris, 2003). In 1984, 

The Nature Conservancy Council collaborated 

with the Royal Holloway University of London and 

the Peoples Trust for Endangered Species (PTES) 

to initiate a research programme to investigate 

the reasons for the decline of the dormouse 

(Bright et al, 1996). It concluded that the 

significant decrease in populations over the last 

century is due to a number of contributing 

factors. 

 

Torpid dormouse © Gareth Harris 

Destruction and fragmentation of native 

woodland habitats is deemed to be the primary 

cause for the reduction of M. avellanarius range 

across Britain. The removal of hedgerows and 

wildlife corridors between woodlands, along with 

the reduction of traditional woodland 

management such as coppicing has also 

contributed towards the decline of the species 

(VWT, 2008).  

 

In 1992 English Nature initiated the Dormouse 

Species Recovery Programme (DSRP) with the 

aim to protect and conserve existing populations 

and to develop methods to establish Dormice 

back into at least five previous inhabited counties 

(UKBAP, 2007). Following this cooperation with the 

Wildlife Trusts and PTES led to the Dormouse 

becoming a priority species on the U.K 

Biodiversity Action Plan (UKBAP) (English Nature, 

2006). Due to the limited knowledge of 

https://wiltshiremammals.wordpress.com/wiltshire-mammal-atlas-project/
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distribution and population figures, in 1993 English 

Nature formed a volunteer based project titled 

the “Great Nut Hunt”. The survey involved over 

6000 people nationwide cooperating with 

schools, wildlife organisations and members of 

the public in an attempt to gather data and raise 

awareness regarding the Dormouse. The project’s 

aims were to conduct a national Dormouse 

survey to better aid conservation efforts and help 

in the reintroductions of Dormice into restored 

habitats (Hoey, 2000). Due to the scarcity of the 

species indirect evidence was collected in this 

case the remains of Hazel nuts which are the key 

constituent to the Dormouse diet. The project 

concluded that areas that were previously 

occupied in the 1980s by M. avellanarius had 

further reduced into small patchy ranges mostly 

occupying the southern counties.  

 

Another aim of the DSRP was to coordinate with 

British Zoos in an attempt to establish a captive 

breeding population of M. avellanarius to support 

the reintroduction efforts. Captive breeding 

projects such as those occurring at Paignton, 

London (ZSL) and Chester Zoo have boosted 

populations significantly enabling for 

reintroductions to occur. The captive breeding 

also increased public awareness whilst producing 

precautionary populations in an attempt to 

prevent extinction.  

 

To date a total of 15 reintroductions have taken 

place predominantly in the North of England 

where the species has become locally extinct 

(Forestry Commission, 2006).  When preparing for 

the releases the projects must adhere to legal 

measures and adopt appropriate management 

strategies. The Dormouse is protected by the 

Wildlife and Countryside Act (1981) and the 

Conservation (Natural Habitats & c.) Regulations 

(1994) (UKBAP, 2007). Therefore a licence must be 

obtained via Natural England in order to conduct 

any in-situ work with Dormice in the Great Britain.  

Choosing suitable sites for reintroductions is time 

consuming. The chosen site must be surveyed to 

determine the impact of release on existing 

biodiversity. Selected sites must have a minimum 

of 20 hectares, free from existing dormouse 

populations to avoid competition and pressure 

on food and nesting resources (Bright, 1996). Soft 

releases are used to allow captive bred Dormice 

to become familiar with selected release sites. 

Soft release cages composed of wield mesh 

attached to Hazel (Corylus avellana) trees are 

each placed approximately 100 metres apart to 

avoid any conflict between individuals. Ideally 

the Dormice are released in breeding pairs as 

individuals are already familiar with one another 

therefore prompting breeding success (English 

Nature, 2006).  

 

Timing of reintroductions is also critical. The 

dormice must not be released any later than July 

as individuals need to gather resources in 

preparation for the winter. Also if offspring are 

propagated, this does not allocate enough time 

for them to develop, gain weight and fend for 

themselves during the winter months. Coppicing 

and woodland management is also essential for 

a successful reintroduction. Coppicing is the 

process of cutting back trees allowing more light 

to penetrate the ground therefore promoting the 

growth of a diversity of flora and fauna. This in 

turn aids the reintroduction process as it provides 

a more favourable and desirable habitat.  

 

As part of the reintroduction of Dormice, nest 

boxes are set up in release sites establishing a 

sheltered place to rest and rear young. At least 

100 nest boxes must be established in each 

release site as studies on other tree dwelling 

species have shown that a lack of natural tree 

holes can limit populations therefore restricting 

genetic diversity (Bright et al, 1996). Nest boxes 

have also provided an effective way of 

monitoring populations and breeding success.  

Over the last two decades the National 

Dormouse Monitoring Programme (NDMP) along 

with the Royal Holloway University and English 

Nature have been monitoring over 150 release 

sites across Britain. The programme has a team of 

over 350 volunteers responsible for monitoring, 

surveying and carrying out nest box checks 

throughout the year (Bright et al, 1996). Each nest 

box is monitored to gain data which is analysed 

in an attempt to establish population figures and 

implement better management techniques. At 

present the NDMP are studying the effects of 

deer fencing on the reintroduction of M. 

avellanarius as it is considered that Deer cause 

substantial damage to release sites (PTES, 2007).  

 

The reintroductions of Dormice to date have 

been deemed successful across the 11 counties 

with stable populations established in each 

release site (Nelson, 2008). The original UKBAP 

only aimed to re-establish populations in at least 

five counties where they have become locally 



extinct. In 2002 16 pairs were released in 

Lincolnshire forest by 2004 the population was 

reported to have doubled. Other examples 

include, Bedfordshire and Luton where initial 

reintroduced population have also been 

reported to have doubled (BDG, 2006).  Further 

successes included the two Great Nut Hunts in 

1996 and 2001 which plotted the distribution and 

gave an idea of population estimates.  

 

Although new populations have been 

established in Britain, the overall population 

continues to decline. This is believed to be due to 

poor environmental conditions such as increased 

rainfall and colder winters effecting reproductive 

behaviour and success. Further issues include the 

amount of time to successfully manage and re-

establish a suitable habitat. The process of buying 

and managing land is not only expensive but 

conflicts with the ever-increasing urbanisation of 

Great Britain. Therefore, the complete 

reestablishment of a stable population of 

Dormice may require continuous conservation 

efforts along with increased public awareness to 

safeguard the future of the species. 

 

 

Wiltshire Hedgehog Project 

Update 

Jasmine Walters  

Mammal footprint tunnels have been 

available to borrow from WMG throughout 

the year, resulting in over 10 survey projects 

being carried out across the county. These 

projects range from families surveying their 

back garden for hedgehogs, to a youth 

group surveying a whole network of local 

fields.  

Aside from raising awareness of hedgehogs 

amongst the community, these surveys have 

added some important records to the 

hedgehog dataset for Wiltshire. However 

there are still plenty of empty areas on the 

map! Are hedgehogs truly absent from those 

blank areas, or have they simply not been 

looked for?  

To carry out your own survey in 2017, contact 

Jasmine at jasminew@wiltshirewildlife.org to 

arrange. 

Wild Wood Escot, Devon 

Andrew Barrett  @ecobarrett 

Red Squirrel, Wild Boar, Pine Marten, Wildcat, 

Lynx & Wolf. 

 

All Iconic, native British species, some have 

been removed from our lands for hundreds 

of years; others are making something of a 

comeback with a lot of conservation effort. 

Hopefully you will know how these are linked 

in some way, shape or form to the rewilding 

project. Be it the idea that they may be 

reintroduced or that their continued 

existence depends on better management 

and conservation of more wild landscapes.  

The other link between these species is they 

are all currently, or soon to be, present at 

Wild Wood Escot, Devon. A 200-acre 

attraction park based in east Devon which I 

had the joy of visiting one cold but dry 

November weekend. Escot is the east Devon 

branch of the Wild Wood Trust.  

The Wild Wood Trust is a conservation charity 

involved in education, fundraising and 

captive breeding of these high-profile British 

mammals. Every day at the feeding of the 

animals the keepers give a talk about the 

species, the project of the trust and their 

conservation status.  

  

One of the more bold reds pestering the keeper 

for treats. Andrew Barrett 

 

The red squirrel (Sciurus vulgaris)  feeding is 

particularly fun as they have a walk through 

enclosure; you go in with the keeper who 

brings in food and then these six red squirrels 

descend on the table like little fiery sprites, 

moving so fast you don’t see them coming. 

A couple were cheeky enough to climb on 

mailto:jasminew@wiltshirewildlife.org


the visitors and keeper looking for food. As 

the keeper talks, their sad story of death and 

destruction told and a small glimmer of hope 

given; the pine marten.  

  

Big yawn from the resident pest control – the 

Scottish Wildcat. Fiona Sands 

 

The ever-secretive mustelid isn’t yet present 

at Escot, they are still working to build its 

enclosure but they are hoping the Pine 

Marten and also the Wolf will be in situ early 

2017. 

  

Young boar at Escot. Andrew Barrett  

 

The red squirrel is also one of the trusts most 

success captive breeding programmes, they 

allow their reds to breed and ship them to 

other captive environments to make sure the 

captive population has a strong genetic 

diversity. This mean at a time where release 

and re-introduction become feasible or 

required there is a good population ready to 

roll.  

 

The Wild Wood trust has released red squirrels 

onto Anglesey, north Wales, to bolster the 

population there, this in conjunction with 

lethal control of greys means Anglesey is 

now a strong hold for red squirrels.  

The beautiful lynx even though captive were 

still not easy to find, hiding away in their 

enclosure, elusive unlike the wild boar! You 

walk past the fence guess who comes 

running!? But with all these species there is 

plenty of eye catching easy to read 

information and interpretation boards 

around, lots of opportunity for visitors to learn 

something whilst getting a glimpse of what 

our future may look like. 

 

Of course, the trust is not only about 

mammals, there are birds of prey they fly on 

display and plenty of space for little’uns to 

run around and make a noise such as the 

Saxon Village and woodland walks. So all in 

all a good day out. 

 

Roe deer (Capreolus 

capreolus)  

David Bennett 

Roe deer are a highly successful species – 

despite habitat loss and anthropogenic 

problems causing declines in many mammal 

species, roe deer retain a range that 

stretches from Western Europe through to 

central Asia (Arkive.org 2015). Their favoured 

habitat is woodland, although they are very 

adaptable – in continental Europe especially 

they can hold territories in grassland areas 

and in mountainous regions (Fawcett 1997). 

They are also a frequent visitor to agricultural 

land, where they feed on cultivated crops 

like cereals. They are herbivorous with a fairly 

broad diet, consuming items such as tree 

bark, ferns, leaves and fungi (Fawcett 1997).  

Unusually for a cervid (Czaplewski, Ryan & 

Vaughan 2003), roe deer are largely solitary. 

As Fawcett (1997) notes, the increased anti-



predator vigilance that comes from having 

multiple individuals on lookout does not in 

this case compensate for being more 

conspicuous to predators or having to share 

resources, at least in the roe deer’s usual 

woodland habitat where cover is bountiful 

but food less so.  

Relating back to Hamilton’s (1964) theories 

on the evolution of social behaviour, it is 

clear that social groupings are generally 

avoided because there would be neither 

direct benefit to an individual, nor indirect 

benefits (via inclusive fitness) that would 

permit it – except in those environments 

when the deer would be conspicuous 

anyway and thus extra predator surveillance 

becomes a major positive. In the author’s 

opinion, it seems likely the largely social 

nature of the family cervidae has left many 

of the “tools” needed for sociality with the 

roe deer even if the species has since 

adopted a largely solitary existence, giving it 

the advantage of plasticity. Bradshaw (2011) 

describes a similar social genetic toolkit for 

canids, and the author hypothesises that 

cervids have a similar feature.  

Though usually solitary, roe deer will come 

together to rut once per year, beginning 

mid-July and ending in late August or early 

September (Fawcett 1997). Males will 

sometimes challenge each other during this 

period for access to a doe, although these 

clashes usually don’t end in serious injury 

(Feldhammer & McShea 2012). Female 

oestrus lasts approximately 4 days (Fawcett 

1997).  

Kids are born in late May or early June and 

the young are highly precocial – from birth 

they are both mobile and well camouflaged 

(the camouflage of juveniles is spotted, and 

is more suited to stationary hiding from 

predators rather than fleeing) (Feldhammer 

& McShea 2012). Despite female oestrus 

being staggered through the rut period, 

births are highly synchronised thanks to 

delayed implantation (embryos implant in 

December) – Delorme et al. (1993) postulate 

that this is to compensate for fawning and 

rutting being so close together (this prevents 

kids being excessively helpless during the rut 

period, as it is they are vulnerable but can 

still flee and have some small 

independence). In addition, having 

synchronised births helps to overwhelm 

predators (Davies & Krebs 1997). 

Despite kids still being very vulnerable when 

rutting starts, infanticide is apparently 

extremely rare (Fawcett 1997). It seems likely 

that even males unrelated to the kids will 

choose not to harm them, so as not earn 

retaliation (or a withholding of mating) from 

the doe.  

Like females, males also have a seasonal 

fertility cycle, and only produce 

spermatozoa from May to November 

(Blottner et al. 1996; Blottner et al. 2002). This 

helps to save energy, and the author 

theorizes that having smaller testes when 

they are not needed reduces the likelihood 

of them being damaged during non-mating 

months.    

Adolescent males disperse much further 

after separation from their mother (Fawcett 

1997) – this encourages gene flow and 

reduces inbreeding. Female young typically 

occupy home ranges relatively close to their 

mother’s – the author theorizes that this 

maximises their chance of successfully 

finding a suitable territory whilst minimising 

mortality during territory establishment. 

Young females could also inherit their 

mother’s territory after her death.  

Antlers occur exclusively in bucks, though 

partial antlers will grow on females with high 

testosterone levels (Fawcett 1997) indicating 

that some antler genes are present in both 

sexes. Antlers are made of true bone, and 

whilst growing are covered in velvet which 

nourishes their growth.  According to 

Grandin (2015) the velvet is highly innervated 

– the drive to scrape off the velvet once 

growth is complete must be enormous to 

overcome the considerable pain that such 

actions cause.  Antlers can be used for antler 

locking – a form of sexual competition that 

takes place during rut or for intimidation of 



other males though it is rare for them to be 

used in predator defence (Fawcett 1997). 

Asides from being more functional to males 

for use in competition, another possible 

reason for the repeated evolution of male-

only antlers stems from the faster male 

hypothesis (Allaby 2014). This hypothesis 

states that males “evolve faster” than 

females because successful males have 

greater reproductive potential, especially in 

non-monogamous species, and because the 

Y chromosome is smaller there is less chance 

a mutation will be overwritten (Czaplewski, 

Ryan & Vaughan 2003). 

 

Harvest Mice in Wiltshire – 

possibly declining? 

Gareth Harris 

The year 2016 saw a flurry of recording 

activity for Harvest mice. Starting in January 

2016 Wiltshire Wildlife Trust and the 

Magnificent Meadows Project engaged 

some Wiltshire Mammal Group members to 

deliver a training event at Blakehill Farm 

Reserve, Cricklade. A small number of 

harvest mouse nests were found, as well as 

signs of other mammals such as roe deer, 

badger and field vole. Interestingly, most of 

the nests were found by those new to nest 

searching! Well done to everyone who 

supported this and thank you to Rowena 

Staff and Sue Sawyer for organising this 

event. 

During the summer I was approached by 

Hannah Claydon, one of our amazing 

volunteers at WSBRC, who was interested in 

studying small mammals for her final  

year project at college. We piqued her 

interest in harvest mice and then during the 

autumn we surveyed a number of sites in 

Wiltshire, ranging from the Cotswold Water 

Park, Braydon Forest to the Salisbury Plain, 

successfully finding evidence of harvest mice 

at most sites that we searched. 

 

Harvest mouse nest in a sedge bed, Cotswold 

Water Park © Gareth Harris  

In recent months Simon Smart and Gemma 

Batten (of Black Sheep Consulting) have 

likewise been working with their farm cluster 

groups to begin looking at the prevalence of 

harvest mice. Gemma successfully lead a 

nest searching event with farmers on the 

Marlborough Downs in December finding 13 

nests. 

 

Nest searching © Gareth Harris 

Elsewhere in the county harvest mouse nests 

have been found by Nick Adams, Martin & 

Helen Buckland, Lisa Wade and myself. More 

work is planned in 2017 too. 

Harvest mice urgently need our help. Patrick 

Dillon’s Mammals in Wiltshire, published in 

1997 highlighted how remarkably abundant 

and widespread this species was across 

Wiltshire and at this time they had 190 

records upon which to base their analyses. 

Today, we have only 65 records submitted 

during the period 1996-2016 and so the 



forthcoming mammal atlas will indicate a 

large contraction in abundance and 

possibly range – but this is largely due to 

lower recording effort. In 1997 Dillon’s 

analyses benefitted from 1-2 national surveys 

for harvest mice. 

Is it time for a greater county-wide effort in 

Wiltshire? 

 

Dormice: Oysters Coppice WWT 

Reserve, South Wilts 

Debbie Carter 

 

I would like the group to record that we 

had two juvenile dormice, one male 22 

grams and one female 14 grams, in a 

box in Oysters Coppice on 18th 

October.  The first live dormouse we have 

had since 2014, although we found a 

dead juvenile in a box after last winter.  

 

 
Annette Middleton-Burke 

Annette Middleton-Burke has been doing 

footprint surveys in Oysters Coppice as 

part of her dissertation on dormice and 

has found them in several areas where 

there are no boxes so we have put two 

new boxes in one of the areas, making 

52 in all.  

The population, though small is hanging 

on there. 

 

The Water Vole 

Christine Gregory 

Christine Gregory is the author of The Water Vole, 

which was commissioned to highlight the plight of 

this cherished but endangered species.  The 

following is an adapted excerpt from the book 

and focuses on the damage cattle can cause to 

water vole habitats through erosion, soil churning 

and defecation – which effects water quality, 

alters the biological balance of the watercourse 

and its ecology and, as a result, causes an 

overall loss of biodiversity. The extract focuses on 

water vole habitats in Derbyshire but there is 

some relevance to habitats in Wiltshire.  

Much of lowland Derbyshire and the White Peak 

is pastoral cattle country. Floodplain pastures 

have been used for grazing dairy and beef herds 

for centuries, and rivers and streams have 

traditionally provided animals with a source of 

drinking water. The emergent and semi-emergent 

plants growing along the margins of our 

watercourses, lakes and ponds are nutrient rich 

and cattle make a beeline for them. In doing so, 

they effectively remove swathes of vegetation 

that are both food and valuable habitat for the 

water vole. 

There is evidence of cattle causing erosion by 

breaking down (often called ‘poaching’) river 

and stream banks throughout Derbyshire in 

lowland and upland areas, and especially along 

the limestone streams and rivers of the Derbyshire 

Dales. When cattle wander through burrows 

occupied by water voles, the networks of tunnels 

and chambers are instantly destroyed. When 

banks are broken down, the steeply sloping bank 

profile which water voles need is lost and ground 

gets compacted. It becomes impossible for 

water voles to recolonise areas once they are 

wrecked by browsing cattle. 

Where cattle ford streams and rivers or go to 

drink, they will often enter and make their way 

along the watercourse snatching at vegetation 

as they go and damaging the structure of the 

riparian margin. They also disturb the riverbed 

and churn up clouds of suspended solids which 

affect water quality and habitat downstream. In 

addition to all this, cattle defecate into the water 

altering the biological balance of the 

watercourse and its ecology, increasing nutrients 

that cause certain plants to flourish while others 

are suppressed. Changes in nutrient levels can 

cause algal blooms which can destroy sensitive 

ecosystems killing insects and fish and causing an 

overall loss of biodiversity. Quite often the simple 

solution to these problems is fencing to prevent 

stock from entering areas occupied by water 

voles, or any other environmentally sensitive parts 

of a watercourse. This buffer fencing can also 

https://www.v-publishing.co.uk/books/categories/wildlife-photography-and-outdoors/the-water-vole.html?utm_source=Farmingarticle


bring benefits for water quality by protecting the 

river from pollution and run-off from soils. 

However, these buffer strips usually require some 

grazing or management so that the open and 

lush habitats preferred by water voles can be 

sustained. Farmers, quite understandably, do not 

wish to lose valuable areas of grazing or access 

to water for their stock. In recognition of this, agri-

environment schemes – such as the new 

Countryside Stewardship scheme, which opened 

in 2015 – enable farmers to apply for funding to 

undertake measures that protect priority rivers. … 

My own exploration of miles of Derbyshire’s 

riverbanks has given me a clear picture of the 

extent of the problem of erosion caused by 

cattle even on land that is managed sensitively. 

Warren Slaney is head river keeper for the 

Haddon Estate and manages 27 miles of river on 

the Derwent, the Wye, the Lathkill and the 

Bradford. He believes that the solution lies in 

separating watercourses from agriculture 

altogether. … 

Warren showed me an extensive stretch of the 

Derwent that the Haddon Estate has taken back 

into direct management in order to keep both 

the land and the river and its margins healthy. 

The unstable and eroded banks were being worn 

away by high winter flows. 

‘When we took over it was infested by Himalayan 

balsam, which is another problem because when 

the winter comes it dies back and it’s out-

competed all the native plants. So there’s 

nothing but bare soil, which compounds the 

problem. So it was land use, it was cattle grazing 

the grass off the top of the bank and balsam out-

competing native plants. We took over 

management of that land. We managed to get 

about 15 metres of buffer strip on top of the 

bank, not to the river margin. There would be 

about 25 metres altogether. We’ve got a full, 

wide margin of protection now between 

agriculture and the river. This is extensive organic 

agriculture – the very best kind but it’s still harmful 

to the river. Once people take a crop of the hay 

or silage they are often asked or instructed by the 

stewardship requirement to graze and the cattle 

go straight back into the river to graze the lush 

mineral-rich marginal verge. The river would be in 

sensible proportions with grazing deer which are 

low-impact, not huge great dairy cows with their 

massive feet that scramble up and down the 

bank and break it off. 

‘As soon as we fence out agriculture, 

immediately you start to get grass dying back 

leaving little tents and you get field voles in there 

immediately. There are almost no field voles in 

the field but they are in the buffer strip. You can 

identify where the buffer strips are by where the 

kestrels are. All these buffer zones add up to more 

and more land that’s in protection, that’s fenced 

off from agriculture. 

‘It’s sad that we can’t look after land properly 

and have rivers that tourists can enjoy and not 

have fences. It’s sad that we can’t have rivers 

and agriculture alongside each other, but there 

are 64 million people in this country that need 

feeding and it’s not possible. So the buffer 

stripping is critical to what we’re doing here; 

improving water quality and restoring rivers. But 

it’s hard work. You fence off the riverbank and 

immediately you’re responsible for the weed-

control. You don’t make any friends at all if 

you’ve got a strip of land with seeding ragwort 

everywhere or thistles. So you’ve got to be aware 

when you do that, you’ve got to get the strimmer 

out, not weedkiller but the strimmer. You make 

sure everything’s strimmed at the right time of 

year and the ragwort’s pulled. 

‘The payoff is that when it’s right, in no time at all 

you get sweet rocket, hemp-agrimony, willow 

herb, meadowsweet, and campion – proper 

riverside plants. The diversity that comes on a 

riverside is astonishing. You get the semi-

emergent plants, the watercresses and the 

speedwells and you get the fully emerged 

riverside plants that grow on the banks and bind 

it together. And that’s the ideal habitat for the 

water voles, because they’ve got the cover from 

the aerial predation and they just feel safe. All 

animals feel safe with cover over their heads.’ 

 

Owl pellet day 

Andrew Barrett  @ecobarrett 

The 22nd of January was a very enjoyable 

and educational day, with thanks to the 

Wiltshire Mammal Group and Paul Wexler for 

running a Barn Owl pellet analysis workshop. 

Hosted at Wiltshire College, Lackham, the 

day started with a cup of tea and some 

chatting, once everyone had arrived and 

was seated we did a round-the-room for 



names. 14 people attended the workshop; a 

mix of ecologists, forest school leaders, 

students and people just interested in 

mammals. Some had found owl boxes on 

their land and had brought pellets from that 

site with them to analyse.  

 

Paul gave a quick presentation covering 

what we’re likely to find in pellets, the 

legalities around them and where we are 

likely to find them; which apparently includes 

his own luggage when going on trips with 

students from the college, he said he needs 

something to do in the evenings.   

 
Owl pellets © A Barrett 

 

Then we were shown the recording form and 

dichotomous key used for working out whose 

bones are who’s in the pellet. The aim of the 

pellet analysis is to pick carefully through the 

pellet to uncover the bones left in it; from 

these bones you take skulls and jaws as these 

can be used to identify to species. 

  

Wood mouse – four cusp holes on under first 

tooth.  

 

When in the lab we all took up a desk, 1 

microscope, a tray, tweezers, dissection 

needle and a magnifying glass. Everyone 

was given a bag of pellets with the location 

from where they were collected. It’s very 

important to not mix up owl pellets from 

different locations; the records from owl 

pellets are used to give a presence or 

absence result for small mammals in the 

vicinity of the owl nest.  

 
Field Vole lower jaw with first incisor extended to 

show length.  

 

So, with survey sheets in hand and tweezers 

at the ready we got to work. Fiona and I had 

12 pellets in our little bag; they were 

surprisingly tough to initially break open, very 

compact and tight. But once in we were 

scratching around pulling out bones, we 

kept all the bones to one side and in groups 

of similar. The skulls were easy to spot in the 

pellet, but a little less easy to remove; with so 

many cavities and loops and bits of bone 

sticking out it’s a real excavation job to free 

the skull and remove the other matter, hair 

and bits, from inside. In most cases the jaws 

were attached to the skull so in an effort to 

not detach them it made the excavation all 

the fiddlier.  

 
Common Shrew lower jaw – insectivore, now 

space between teeth.  

 

But with my bush hat on and tools in hand I 

really did feel, for a brief moment, like my 

favourite archaeologist: Indiana Jones!  

 

Once a skull or jaw was free from the pellet 

and relatively clean we would turn our 

hunting minds to detective. The guide for 

identification was very good! Showing the 



difference in teeth design between 

insectivores (shrews) and herbivores (mice 

and voles), then looking in detail at the teeth 

structure and pattern. From our 12 pellets we 

pulled a total of: 37 Field Voles (Microtus 

agrestis), 4 Common Shrews (Sorex araneus) 

and 1 wood mouse (Apodemus sylvaticus).  

 

A thoroughly brilliant day. I haven’t had this 

much fun since we did a badger latrine 

survey in Shropshire, and this didn’t smell half 

as much! Thanks to Paul and the Wiltshire 

Mammal Group. 

 

Evening talk – Dr Fiona 

Mathews - Resolving 

conflicts between 

development and wildlife 

in Britain  

Fiona Mathews has had a long association 

with the mammals of Wiltshire, ranging from 

trapping water shrews, water voles on the 

Kennet & Avon Canal, the huge pipistrelle 

roost at Lacock Abbey and more recently, 

and perhaps most famously, for coordinating 

the hibernation counts of horseshoe bats at 

sites within and associated with the bath & 

Bradford – on – Avon SAC. As current Chair 

of the Mammal Society and with a long list of 

accolades and achievements we invited 

Fiona to enthuse Wiltshire folk. And we were 

fortunate that Fiona was able to present the 

same talk given in the preceding week to 

the Linnaean Society! 

Ranging widely from her team’s recently 

published work on bats & wind turbines to 

lighting impacts and habitat fragmentation, 

it was a fascinating evening…….and topped 

off with an update of Mammal Society’s 

recent work and development, of which 

there have been many.  

If you didn’t make it, you missed a treat!  

Thank you Fiona, for a fascinating evening! 

GH. 

Partners & funders 

Wiltshire Mammal Group enjoys the support 

of a number of organisations across the 

county. 

The Forestry Commission, supporting projects 

in The Savernake, Collingbourne Wood, West 

Wood and the Braydon Forest, continues to 

be mega supportive. Our thanks to Tom 

Blythe and Colin Elford. 

Wiltshire & Swindon Biological Records 

Centre, supporting our projects by promoting 

the group, helping us to promote recording 

projects, and assisting with the collection 

and management of data. 

Wiltshire Wildlife Trust, provision of reserves 

data and access for monitoring projects, 

hosting meetings and training event. 

Our thanks also to the ecologists at 

Ecological Survey & Assessment Ltd (ECOSA) 

who once again donated a large number of 

dormouse survey tubes to be recycled and 

re-used! 

And a considerable number of private 

landowners across Wiltshire who host various 

surveys and monitoring projects and who 

routinely provide access and a warm 

welcome. They are too numerous to list in full 

but in 2016 they included the reserves team 

at Wiltshire Wildlife Trust, Jonathan Thomson 

(Underhill Wood), James Monk (Longleat 

Centerparcs), Defence Infrastructure 

Organisation and many more! 

 

Equipment 

Don’t forget the group has a range of 

equipment available to loan out free of 

charge to our members including: 

• Longworth traps 

• Footprint tunnels 

• Trail camera 

If there is any other equipment that you 

would like to use or think the group should 

http://biosciences.exeter.ac.uk/staff/index.php?web_id=fiona_mathews
http://biosciences.exeter.ac.uk/staff/index.php?web_id=fiona_mathews


purchase then let us know and we will look 

into the feasibility of it.   

 

Spypoint Trail Camera 

available for Loan 

Jasmine Walters  

Find out what mammals are living in your 

local area! Any members who wish to 

borrow our WMG trail camera would be 

most welcome, contact Jasmine at 

jasminew@wiltshirewildlife.org to arrange.  

*we ask for a £100 deposit, this will be 

returned to you so long as loss/damage to 

the camera does not occur.  This can be by 

cheque that we will not cash unless 

loss/damage occurs. 

 

Dormouse monitoring 2017 

Gareth Harris  

Since the last newsletter, a number of 

consultancies and other friends of the 

mammal group have continued to kindly 

donate their unwanted dormouse tubes 

which we’ve been cleaning up and 

deploying to new sites for survey across 

Wiltshire. Thank you everyone! 

As always there are several opportunities for 

members to participate in some of the 

monitoring work in 2017.  

Some monitoring projects in Wiltshire are run 

by existing volunteer groups with their own 

trainees, but the following schemes are open 

to involvement from WMG members and 

friends. If you’re not a WMG member 

already, we’d strongly encourage you to 

join, in order to help support these monitoring 

schemes. Paying members will be prioritised!  

Nockatt’s Coppice NDMP (Centerparcs, 

Longleat Estate, Warminster)  

Lead: Louisa Kilgallen 

louisa.kilgallen@wiltshire.gov.uk   

Collingbourne Wood (Collingbourne Ducis) 

Lead: Chloe Delgery 

missgy79@googlemail.com 

Savernake Forest NDMP (Marlborough)  

Lead: Mark Satinet mark.satinet@o2.co.uk. 

Please book and confirm.  

West Wood (Marlborough)  

Lead: Chloe Delgery 

missgy79@googlemail.com 

If you’d like to get involved in these schemes, 

please email the project lead using the email 

address above in order to find out the 

available survey dates. Bear in mind that 

schemes have varying numbers of survey 

dates and volunteers helping already (and 

that we are all volunteers doing this in our 

spare time).  If you’re keen to get involved in 

dormouse work, please email directly the 

project leaders listed above. 

If you are interested in setting up new 

schemes in the county, please let us know. 

We are always looking for keen, committed 

people to lead on new sites.  

 

Water shrew research 

Andrew Barratt has been volunteering with 

Wiltshire Wildlife Trust, Wiltshire & Swindon 

Biological Records Centre and WMG 

throughout his university studies. For his 

dissertation he will studying water shrews – 

there are some opportunities to get involved 

in this project, assisting with data collection 

and small mammal trapping. The recent 

mammal atlas highlighted a lack of 

recording effort for water shrews, so these 

studies will contribute towards addressing 

this. If you’re interested in helping, please 

contact Andrew directly. 

This is a short article to introduce some 

mammal research work I am starting in 

Wiltshire for my dissertation. I will be 

researching the water shrew, across a series 

of WWT reserves with aquatic habitats. 

mailto:jasminew@wiltshirewildlife.org
mailto:louisa.kilgallen@wiltshire.gov.uk
mailto:missgy79@googlemail.com
mailto:mark.satinet@o2.co.uk
mailto:missgy79@googlemail.com
https://wiltshiremammals.wordpress.com/wiltshire-mammal-atlas-project/
https://wiltshiremammals.wordpress.com/wiltshire-mammal-atlas-project/


My intention is that over this summer I will go 

to all Wiltshire Wildlife reserves which have 

running water courses, measuring the water 

depth, width and speed, and asses water 

quality using biotic indicator invertebrates. 

This will be followed by surveying for 

presence of Water Shrew using passive bait 

tubes (faecal analysis) and Longworth 

trapping.  

I hope to generate some live trapping 

records of a range of small mammals, 

including water shrew, which can help to fill 

gaps in distribution highlighted by the 

recently published Mammals in Wiltshire 

(second edition). This is of course an 

opportunity to involve WMG members and 

volunteers if people want to get involved 

and gain experience of live trapping? And 

finally (hopefully…) I’ll earn a decent pass 

grade for my dissertation! 

I will be writing other small articles as I go 

through the research to keep you updated – 

if you’d like to get involved, please get in 

touch.  

Andrew Barrett AndrewB@wiltshirewildlife.org  

 

Upcoming events 

Next group meeting: Wednesday 12th April 

2017, 7pm at Wiltshire Wildlife Trust offices, 

Elm Tree Court, Long Street Devizes SN10 1NJ. 

 

Further information 

For further information regarding the group, 

membership and recording please email 

wiltshiremammalgroup@hotmail.co.uk. 
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